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Roundhouse 24x36 inches

Leading British landscape artist Oliver Akers Douglas is delighted to announce his
first exhibition in Switzerland. Best known for his dramatic paintings of the English
and Scottish landscape, he has in recent years increasingly spent time painting in
the Swiss Alps where he has become transfixed by the romance of this enormous
landscape. The exhibition will be hosted near Davos in the Swiss ski resort of
Klosters and will include 30 previously unseen oil paintings from recent trips to
the region.
While the subject matter will be new to his audience, the paintings will
demonstrate Oliver’s signature exuberance of style. Many of the smaller pictures,
even those in winter, are painted from life en plein air. As a keen explorer of the
mountains, Oliver is often found carrying heavy equipment to great altitude to
capture his subject - be it in hiking boots in summer or on skis in winter. Despite
the difficulty of doing this, he believes there is no substitute for direct
observation. His paintings have a sense of energy and urgency that is
spellbinding. They also have an intense awareness of colour and shifting light.
His work is followed by a loyal audience and highly collectable. It is found in both
public and private collections worldwide, most notably in the collection of HRH
Prince of Wales who he has accompanied on a number of trips.
The pictures will be available to reserve via an online catalogue which goes live in
early March 2020 and also available to see by appointment in England from this
time.
Following the opening reception in Klosters on 21 March, there will be receptions
on 28 March and 7 April 2020.
To receive an invitation, register your interest or for any further information,
please email oliver@olliead.com
Show details
21 March – 13 April 2020
Atelier Bolt, Doggilochstrasse 121, Klosters, Switzerland

Partnunsee, 12x15 inches

“The foremost landscape artist of his generation”
Critic Matthew Dennison
“Every man should pull a boat over a mountain once in his life”
Werner Herzog
Tel: 07884054177
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Instagram: oliverakersdouglas

